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Abstract 

The study consists of three parts: a futures stud'y' of the impact 

on a small police agency, with 30 or less swor·n personnel, 

operating a co"tracr. state prison for parole violators, of up to 

500 inmates, b~' the rear 2000; a model strategic .plan; a 

Lransition management plan for the Del;:lno Pol ice Department . 

Four trends will increase during the first five years and then 

de~rease during the next five years: rrcruitment/retention 

personnel. correetinns vs. public safE't,y. transition to state 

(;orrections rules. lack of consistent state guidelines, trend 

(h'E' will increase over the next ten years: the assignment of 

high risk illl!lateH to RTf: faeiJiLies. High probabi.lity eventB 

(1).\1 ,.(luld impael t.his issue' .Ire: 

In t{ j () r t 17 0 ubI e, 1.:\ W S U j tea u sin g fin a n (! i [,1 I c r i s i 8. sea n d a 1 for 

profit motive, state changing rules, political groups reacting to 

RTC operations. Policy recommendations emphasize recruitment. 

ret. E' n t i () nan d car e (! r en han e e men t for per SOli Il e I . The transition 

management plan presents·a feasible management structure. 

-------------------
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Executive Summary 

PART ONE - A FUTURES STUDY 

By the year 2000, how will a small police agency with ten to 
thirty sworn officers cope with the future problems of operating 
a con t r act s tat e p r is 0 n for par ole vi 0 1 at 0 r s be i n g .r e t urn edt 0 

cu'stody (RTC) for periqds up to one year? A facility designed 
for up to 400 inmates and a staff of 70 personnel, including 50 
corrections officers. This is not a proposal, but an 
accomplished fact for at least three small police agencies that 
have these prisons already 40 percent completed and will begin 
operations in 1991. This program was the result of Senate Bill 
1591, by Senator R. Presley, and passed into law in January, 
1 9 8 8 . The pur p 0 s e of this program is t or e d u c e state cos t s 0 f 
incarceration by contracting prisons to local public entities. 
Despite the programs advantages, there are some serious questions 
regarding the future of this program, or a possible future 
expansion. 

Impact on Law Enforcement Agencies Involved bv Year 2000? The 
question was studied by eleven people who formed a Nominal Group 
Technique (NGT) Panel brought together in Delano, California. 
The criteria for selection were variations in positions and 
backgrounds and knowledge of the police; corrections, public and 
private; finance aspects of the State of California. Five key 
trends were finally selected as most related to the major thrust 
of the study: (1) retention and recruitment of personnel; (2) 
corrections VS. public safety; (3) transition to operating under 
California Department of Corrections rules; (4) lack of 

ii 
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consistent state guidelines; (5) high risk inmates assig·ned to 
RTC facilities. 

Five important events were identified as being the most critical . 
These were: (1) major problem in the RTC with no response 
ca~ability; (2) fuajor lawsuit causing financial crisis; (3) major 
scandal involving profit motive; (4) state changing rules in 
"middle of the game"; (5) political groups reacting to real or 
perceived RTC problems. The combination of trends and events 
became the focus for the development of policies to produce 
desired change. 

Policies: After gathering survey data on the issue and the 
related key trends and critical events. three policies were 
identified as being of prime importance. One was chosen as the 
key to the successful future operation of the program 

Des·ign a recruitment. training and retention program to 
include career enhancement features. 

This policy was selected for implementation because it would have 
the greatest immediate impact on the issue and incorporate some 
features of the other two policies considered important. 

PART TWO - STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT 

Strategic Plan: The City of Delano and the Delano Police 
Department were analyzed to determine external and internal 
resources. A pre-transition plan was developed utilizing a task 
force approach by several city departments. A stakeholder 
analysis was related to future commitment planning. 

PART THREE - TRANSITION MANAGEMENT 

PLAr\NED TRANSITION: This will require both commitment and 
effective priority setting by the Chief of Police. the transition 
coordinator. A commitment level chart was developed identifying 
the minimum number of individuals and/or groups (critical mass) 
necessary to support change and make it likelY to succeed. The 
transition manager will coordinate through the administrative 
t ask for c e the t h r e e· p rim a r y work for c e s for the t ran sit ion 
proce?s. 
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• 
INTROD[CTION" 

The state prison population, in relation to state's 

population, is expanding geometrically due to the public demands 

for longer prison sentences. As of April 1, 1990 the count had 

reached 90,813. Government cost is rapidly increasing to 

extremely high levels. Solutions must be found to reduce costs. 

Proposals have been made and implemented such as private sector 

administration and operation of state prison facilities under 

1 contract. 

The main purpose is to reduce the present cost per inmate, 

to construct, house and administer state corrections programs in 

compliance with state rules and regulations. 

The )atest propos~l by the State Department of Corrections 

which will be the subject of this study, is construction, 

• operation and administration of contract state prisons by small 

• 

municipal cities through their pqlice agencies. This is an 

entirely new concept and has not yet been tested. These 

facilities will house approximately 400-500 inmates each. 

The state's parole violator population is a major 

contributor to the California Department of Correction's (CDC) 

chr~nically crowded institutions. To assist in alleviating this 

problem State Senator Robert Presley introduced legislation in 

January, 1988 (SB 1591) to allow public organizations to operate 

l"Private Prisons", John J. Di lulio, Jr., 
University National Institute of Justice, NCJ 104561 

Princeton 



Return to Custody facilities (RTC) under contract with the 

Department of Corrections. 2 

These RTC programs are for selected low risk parolees who 

have violated their conditi6ns of parole, have been convicted of 

no new crimes,. and whose paroles were revoked by the Board of 

Prison Terms. The average length of revocation is about ttn;;e 

months with the maximum time extending to one year. Inmates in 

RTC facilities earn good time credit the same as in a state run 

institution. 

RTC facilities provide supervision, housing, sustenance, and 

prerelease programming which includes, but is not limited to, 

drug and alcohol counseling, individual and family counseling, 

vocational evaluation and training, and educational assessment 

and instruction. Training areas include computer operations, 

culinary arts, general maintenance, auto repair/body shop, 

woodworking, horticulture, barbering, and life skills training. 

As a result of the intensive programming provided to paro~e 

violators in RTC facilities, there is a greater likelihood 

inmates will be successful when returned to parole, and 

therefore, a potential for long-term cost savings to the state. 

All community RTC facilities despite the heavy emphasis on 

programming are contracted to operate at less cost than in state 

operate~ correctional institutions. 

Several of these RTC facilities are presently being operated 

by private organizations. There are no plans at present to 

2"Corrections News ll
, California Department of Corrections, 

Volume 2, No.8, June, 1989. 
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Qxpand this program which started in 1987. 

• During Fiscal Year 1989-1990 a total of approximately 3.000 

beds are being funded to be operated by cities and counties under 

SB 1591. This will implement the new Penal Code Section 2910.5. 

To date. six small cities and a very small county are engaged in 

building and operating these RTC centers. These contracts are 

all basically similar and are for a twenty year period. with two 

five year options. at the conclusion of the contract. It is 

anticipated that in Fiscal Year 1991-1992 up to 10.000 additional 

beds may be funded to be operated by public organizations. 

The six cities ~.hat have already contracted to operate RTC 

facilities are small and vary in.population from 6.500 to 22.00Q 

in size. The majority do not. at present, even operate a Type·I 

jail facility. Three of these cities have established a separate 

• city department and the other three cities will have their police 

departments operate the RTC facilities. This will be a totallY 

new concept for these small police agencies. 

Two of the cities involved will have their facilities built 

by a private contractor on land that is owned by a third party. 

In other words. they will always lease their buildings and land . 
. 
The other four cities have raised money through Certificates of 

Participation (COp) and will. at the end of the twenty year 

amortization period, own their buildings and land. They will 

then be in an excellent position to realize even more future 

profits from their investments. If these current contracts prQve 

successful some of these cities may even expand their facilities 

to house additional inmates . 

• 
3 



The police departments that will be operating RTC centers 

will face some unusual problems in the near and distant future . 

Two of these police departments presently have as few as ten 

sworn members and the largest has thirty-five sworn personnel. 

The new "Corrections Divisions" added to these departments will 

contain an additional seventy employees i'ncluding approximately 

six to ten additional sworn employees as supervisors. 

This situation poses a myriad of unanswered questions 

regarding the future operation of these small police agencies. 

Everything from the traditional role of police chief to the 

effects on sworn personnel moving between assignments. 

This future study will be limited to the State of 

California. Within this context is a similarity in training, 

recruitm~nt, administration and the state laws governing such 

operations are similar. 

Current Return to Custody Facilities in the private sector 

include: 

- Baker (San Bernardino County) 200 Beds 

- Eagle Mountain (Riverside County) 200 Beds 

- McFarland (Kern County) 200 Beds 

- Live Oak (Sutter County) 100 Beds (Female) 

- Mesa Verde (Kern County) 200 Beds 

- La Honda (San Mateo County) 100 Beds 

There is one publicly operated RTC facility being operated 

by the Tulare County Sheriff's Department as part of their county 

jail program, located next to the Sequoia Field Detention Center 

in North Tulare County. This facility presently 'has 

approximately 200 beds. 

4 
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METHODOLOGY 

In approaching the task of forecasting the future of small 

police agency operation of contract state prison facilities it 

was necessary to examine the present operation of "Private 

Prisons" currently being operated by vendors in the private 

sector. It must be noted that there are no contract state 

prisons in operation by small local police agencies. 

There are presently nine Return to Custody Facilities 

operating under contracts with the California Department of 

Corrections with a total of 1,423 beds. (Appendix 1). Three are 

being operated by county sheriff's departments and six 

the private sector. 
LITERATURE SEARCH 

are in 

The literature search for this project was accomplished by 

first contacting the California Department of Corrections. Parole 

and He-entry Division in Sacramento. The purpose was ·to review 

material relating to the concept of Return to Custody facilities 

and to receive recommendations for literature relating to jails, 

prisons and particularly contract operation. The research effort 

was focused on California and narrowed to parolees being returned 

to custody and prison construction, alternative methods of 

punishment and technological advancement in penology. The time 

frame is from 1985 to the present or beyond if available. This 

i s a .r e 1 a t i vel y new con c e p tin Cal i for n i a a 1 tho ugh p r i vat e 

prisons have operated longer in other states. I could find no 

operation of a contract state prison by any small local police 

agency anywhere . 

5 



The literature search also included visits to local coilege 

and city libraries to review articles dealing with jailor prison 

constitution. costs, legislative changes or anything that would 

relate to the study. Some material was located in National 

Institute of Justice files and the 1989 California Blue Ribbon 

Commission on Inmate PopUlation Management in its' report to the 

California State Legislature. 

6 
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THE NOMINAL GROUP 

In view of the fact that there is no large existing base of 

literature nor, for that matter, empirical data. recourse to 

expert opinion was necessa~y. As Norman Dalkey points 3 out , 

~iven no other information~ a group estimate is at least as 

reliable as that of a randomly chosen expert. Furthermore if the 

range of answers contributed by the group contains the true 

answer, then the median of the group is a closer approximation to 

the true answer than are the answers provided by more than half 

4 the group. 

The nominal group (NGT). a round table process that relies 

upon interaction from the group for p"lanning, forecasting or 

problem solving. was formed. The purpose was to gather a group 

of experts to provide as wide a base as possible to issues 

relating to small police agencies, prison operation, financing 

and county jail operations. 

Once the group was formed lett~rs were sent out identifying 

the issue and a basic description of trends and events. 

Candidate lists of trends and events were attached and all 

participants were requested to consider the issue and submit a 

list of their own. 

The nominal group consisted of eleven individuals. There 

were three chiefs of police, a police commander, a sheriff's 

3"The Current Methods of Futures Research" in The Futurists. 
Theodore J .. Gordon, New York: Random House. 1972. p. 170 

4 Ibid, p. 171 
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commander. two police lieutenants, a private prison 

administrator. a finance director. a prominent community member. 

and a California Department of Corrections lieutenant. (Appendix 

3) • 
TREND IDENTIFICATION 

The trend identification process began with an overview of 

the issue. An explanation was given regarding the issue and the 

steps that would be taken to reach a group consensus. After the 

group had reviewed information gathered from the interviews, 

group members discussed the contract state prison program and how 

it related to small police agencies. The list of 10 previously 

identified candidate trends was posted at the beginning of the 

meeting. This was done to encourage ideas and to allow 

"hitchhiking" on ideas already stated. Using a "brainstorming" 

t e c h n i que and "r 0 u n d rob in" tee h n i que t 0 inc 1 u· d e add i t ion a 1 

trends. as well as assigning values to the trends under 

discussion. the five most important trends were identified. 

It might be noted that in compiling these trends the group 

took into consideration the different type of physical plant 

design. The agencies participating in this new program are 

building facilities that range from one large building to that of 

standard state prison design. This is where housing units 

holding up to 200 i.nmates are clustered around a support unit. 

This latter design will more easily lend to additional inmate 

capacity at later stages of operation. 

8 
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The RTC facilities are all direct supervision type where the 

custodial staff intermingles with the inmates. S 
The inmates are 

housed in dormitory style with approximately seventy inmates per 

housing area. T h.e d ire c t sup e r vis ion see m s tow o.r kef f e c t i vel y 

in almost any jurisdiction and equally well in jails, which are 

used mainly for pretrial and for short term detention, and in 

prisons, where sentenced inmates serve longer terms. This system 

was developed by the Federal Bureau of Prisons in the early 

1970's to provide humane, secure detention. 6 (Appendix 4). 

These were the five emerging trends impacting the issue by the 

year 2000: 

1. The recruitment and retention of personnel to operate 

these facilities . 

2 . The emphasis on the corrections aspect at the expense 

of public safety. 

3. The transition from traditional law enforcement to the 

handling of state prison inmates and operating under California 

Department of Corrections rules and regulations. 

4. Lack of consistent state guidelines for operation of 

Return to Custody facilities. 

5. The probability of high risk inmates being ·assigned to 

Return to Custody facilities. 

SR. Wener, W. Frazier, J. Farbstein "Building Better Jails", 
Psychology Today Magazine, June 1987, pp. 204-208. 

6 Ibid , p. 207. 
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The top fi\'e trends were then placed on Trend Evaluation 

Forms. The group was requested to evaluate each trend in three 

different areas: Using today as a bench mark of "100" t what year 

io.'ill the trend first exceed "iOO"? Then, what ratio level will 

exist five years from now? Assuming things will remain 

relatively constant, what will the ratio level be in ten years? 

The levels shown in the charts are median values. The "will 

be" indicates the level if current policies, decisions and forces 

continue. The "should be" indicates the level if proper 

implementation of policies are made to improve the situation to 

the best possible state. 

10 
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FIGURE 1 

Recruitment and retention will be a regional problem. In 

Kern County, the three Return to Custody facilities being 

ope rat e d b y s rna IIp 0 1 ice a g ~ n c i e s, w ill all b e wit h i n e a s y 

commuting distance of each other. Initial recruitment will be a 

problem. However, the high unemployment rate (12-25%) will tend 

to mitigate this. The long term trend will be the inability to 

retain personnel after indoctrination. training. and commencement 

of operation. To further exacerbate the situation. and within 

easy commuting distance. there will be five major state prisons 

and one medium size federal prison. These facilities will employ 

approximately 5,800 persons. most of them corrections staff. 

The problem will be acute by 1992 when three new major 

prisons begin recruiting personnel all at the same time. As 

these facilities are built and staffed and the overall county 

population increases, recruitment and retention will become less 

of a problem but will not be entirely eliminated. The disparity 

between state wages and benefits and that of local jurisdictions 

will always exist. 

Salaries and benefits have never been high priority items in 

local budgeting. If the current policies continue this situation 

wi 11 not change. The "should be" level by the year 2000 

indicates the possibility that more monies will be made available 

to compete for staffing. This is, after all, one of the few 

areas in local government that will show a substantial profit. 

12 
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FIGURE 2 

With local jurisdictions facing increasing costs coupled 

wit h I ;i mit e d rev e n u e s. t he p os sib iIi t y 0 f s h i f tin gem p has i s to 

the corrections division of a small police agency. from the 

public safety side. becomes a distinct possibilit:.'. Foremost. 

the corrections division may be five or six times the size of the 

rest of the police department. Presently. some county sheriff's 

departments frequentl~i "short" unincorporated areas to staff 

contract cities to meet contract requirements. Small police 

agencies may do likewise. Another aspect to this situation may 

be the perceived career ladder available in "corrections" as 

opposed to the "police" side of the agency. The emphasis shift 

is seen as peaking by 1995 and then tapering off slightly if 

conditions'remain constant. 

increased attention to this 

A possible future could show 

"shift" due to a major event such 

as a serious police incident leading to the award of a large sum 

against a municipality or serious political repercussions 

following a natural disaster. 
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FIGURE 3' ~ 

Small police agencies operating a contract state prison will 

experience severe transition problems during the first few years 

of operation. These small agencies. most of whom do not even 

main'tain a Level I type jail will suddenly find themselves 

operating 400-500 bed medium security state prisons. This will 

be exacerbated by, the fact that the police operations side of 

these departments will appear more like a small wing of the 

entire organization. With proper planning and a good transition 

plan, accompanied by astute strategic planning. the "should be" 

level reflects the somewhat reduced transition problems, 

particularly at the early stages, during the first few years of 

operation. The projections !oI'ere that by the year 2000.most of 

the transition problems would be eliminated. 
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FIGURE 4 

The Department of Corrections has assigned the Parole and 

Community Services Division to coordinate all the " 1591 

Contractors". This refers to the Return to Custody facilities 

covered by SB 1591, the enabling legislation. There is presently 

no written policy or procedural guidelines other than what is 

written in the individual contracts between the state and the 

various public entities. These vary somewhat from city to city. 

To further compound this problem. the Department of Corrections 

has, several times to date. changed its personnel in this 

division including the Re-entry Administrator. The contracting 

agencies already feel the lack of adequate guidelines and the 

first prison has yet to open. 

approximately January, 1991. 

Projections for opening are 

It is almost as though the 

Department of Corrections is hoping one of the new contractors 

~ill get it right and then use that as a standard for the future. 

The "should be" level by the year 1991-92 reflects what may be 

possible with strong consistent leadership from the state. 
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FIGURE 5 

RTC facilities are designed for non-violent low risk 

category inmates. Unfortunately, for the public and private 

contractors, the state performs the inmate classifications and 

determines where inmates are assigned. The RTC faci 1 i ties are 

built to be medium security level prisons housing minimum level 

inmates. Presently the state utilizes minimum security inmates 

lLevel I) to perform all the maintenance chores at the large 

institutions. Currently, there are twenty-two large state prison 

facilities now operating throughout California. (Appendix 5). 

Four more are now under construction and four more have been 

proposed as of January, 1990. The huge increase for minimum 

sec uri t yin mat est 0 s t a f,f the s e' fa c iIi tie s will c rea tea 

"shortage" of minimum security inmates. This is seen as an 

ongoing problem and will continue to grow at a steady rate. The 

possibility of technological breakthroughs or alternative 

sentencing methods only exacerbates this situation. The "should 

be" level also reflects a steady- increase, although, at a 

considerably smaller rate. This indicates that state prison 

contractors will closely- monitor the trend and exert political 

pressure to require the Department of Corrections to live up to 

its original agreements in the spirit in which they were written. 
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• 
The NGT group completed individual trend evaluation forms during the 
meeting. These were then compiled into a final trend evaulation that 
is as follows: 

TREND EVALUATION 

TREND STATEMENT 

T-1 DIFFICULTY IN RECRUITMENT 
AND RETENTION OF PERSONNEL 

T-2 EMPHASIS ON CORRECTIONS AT 
EXPENSE OF PUBLIC SAFETY 

.3 TRANSITION FRQM TRADITIONAL 
LAW ENFORCEMENT TO HANDLING 
RTC INMATES AND CDC RULES 
AND REGULATIONS 

T-4 LACK OF CONSISTENT STATE 
GUIDELINES REGARDING 
OPERATION OF RTC FACILITIES 

T-5 HIGH RISK INMATES ASSIGNED 
TO RTC FACILITIES 

• 

LEVEL OF THE TREND 
(RATIO: TODAY = 100) 

TODAY "WILL BEt "WILL BE" "SHOULD BE" 
IN IN IN 

5 YEARS 10 YEARS 10 YEARS 

100 145 140 120 

·100 150 140 118 

100 136 115 107 

100 140 125 103 

100 150 180 140 

TABLE 1 



EVENTS 

Subsequent to completing the future trend identification, 

the NGT group members were brief~d on what had been accomplished 

so far and further instructions were given on the next phase in 

the process. Utilizing "brainstorming", the group was asked to 

identify and clarify the five critical events that would have the 

greatest impact on the trends that were previously .identified. 

Using the NGT technique, the group brainstormed a list of 

possible events that would impact on the operation of a Return to 

Custody facility. (Appendix 6). After discussion each group 

member assigned individu~l probability estimates and estimate of 

impact on the issue area. The median values are as follows: 
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• EVENT EVALUATION 

IMPACT -ON THE 
PROBABILITY ISSUE AREA IF THE 

EVENT STATEMENT EVENT OCCURRED 

YEAR THAT BY BY POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
PROBABILITY 1995 2000 
EXCEEDS ZERO (0-100) (0-100 

E-1 MAJOR TROUBLE IN RTC WITH 
NO RESPONSE CAPABILITY 1993 30% 15% 3 8 

E-2 MAJOR LAWSUIT SUSTAINED 
AGAINST DEPT. CAUSING 1992 40% 75% 1 9 
FINANCIAL CRISIS 

E-3 MAJOR SCANDAL IN RTC DUE 

• TO PROFIT MOTIVE 1994 33% 45% 2 10 

E-4 STATE CHANGING RULES IN 
"MIDDLE OF THE GAME" 1992 35% 65% 4 6 

E-5 POLITICAL GROUPS REACTING 
TO REAL OR PERCEIVED 1994 50% 80% 4 7 
PROBLEMS IN RTC 

TABLE 2 

• 



E-1 

£.-2 

E-3 

E-4 

~IAJOR' PROBLE~ IN RTC WITH NO RESPONSE CAPAB I L ITY : 

A small police agency with ten to thirt:.' sworn 

personnel. located in a rural county where the 

sheriff has but one or two cars available. faces 

a major disturbance inside the RTC facility. 

MAJOR LAWSUIT SUSTAINED AGAINST DEPARTHENT CAUSING 

FINANCIAL CRISIS FOR CITY: A successful wrongful death 

or serious injury suit against the police department 

for failure to properly train, operate or administer an 

RTC facility. 

MAJOR SCANDAL IN RTC DUE TO PROFIT NOTIVE: 

Several years after the inception of the program 

the departmental administrators change. With 

pressure 

sa \' i ng s 

from top city political leaders excess 

are accomplished. This is accomplished 

either through inadequate personnel measures or the 

administration of programs. food, education or 

rehabilitation. resulting in a major scandal leading to 

indictments or severe political upheavals. 

STATE CHANGES -RULES IN "HIDDLE OF THE GAME": 

Either through new legislation, or political changes in 

state administration. the rules may change part way 

t hr 0 ugh the 0 rig ina I t wen t y yea reo n t rae t s . Depending 

on how they change. small departments could find 
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themselves either severe.ly overstaffed or have 

difficulty in meeting new state requirements . 

POLITICAL GROUPS REACTING TO A REAL OR PERCEIVED 

PROBLEM IN THE RTC: A real event, such as an escape 

resulting in death or serious injury, or a critical 

situation within the facility causing one or more local 

poli~ical groups to act in a negative manner towards. the 

entire· program. This may be a real or perceived 

situation depending on the groups' political agenda and 

its' need to act . 
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'E-1 
E-2 
E-3 
E-4 
E-5 

, 

CROSS IMPACT ANALYSIS 

E1 E2 E3 E4 

E1 X +20 +20 +13 

E2 -- X -50 +40 

E3 -- +10 X +19 

E4 -- -- +70 X 
E5 -- +5 -5 +7 

------ ----

EVENTS 

MAJOR EVENT; NO RESPONSE CAPABILITY 
MAJOR LAWSUIT CAUSING FINANCIAL CRISIS 
MAJOR SCANDAL DUE TO PROFIT MOTIVE 
STATE CHANGING RULES IN "MIDDLE OF GAME" 
POLITICAL GROUPS REACTING TO "PROBLEM" 

• 

E5 

+18 

+15 

+16 

+16 

X 
TABLE 3 

• 

TRENDS 

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 

+10 -- -- -10 -30 

+5 -- -- -10 --

+3 -- -- -5 --

-- -5 -- -13 +15 

+5 +17 -- -8 -16 

------ ,- ------- -- - -- ------

T-1 
T-2 
T-3 
T-4 
T-5 

TRENDS 

RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION PROBLEM 
EMPHASIS ON CORRECTIONS VS. PUBLIC SAFETY 
TRANSITION FROM LAW ENFORCEMENT TO CDC RULES 
LACK OF CONSISTENT STATE GUIDELINES 
HIGH RISK INMATES ASSIGNED TO RTC 

• 
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In reviewing the Cross Impact Analysis some of the critical 

trends and events are noted: 

EVENTS: 

Event 1, A major event occurring with no adequate response 

capability significantly effects every other event in a negative 

manner. It is viewed as a situation that must be avoided or 

mitigated if at all possible. Event 1 exacerbates the 

recruitment and retention problem slightly and somewhat effects 

the two trends relating to lack 01 consistent guidelines and 

assignment of higher risk inmates. 

Event 3. A major scandal due to profit motive, significantly 

increases every other event except Event 1. This indicates that 

policies and procedures must be designed and implemented to avoid 

this situation . 

TRENDS: 

Trend 4, Lack of consistent state guidelines is decreased by 

eve rye !' e n t lis ted . B e c a use t his i san ega t i vet r end its 

decrease means that all the events increase the likelihood that 

the state will set some consistent guidelines and assign the 

supervision of this program to an appropriate department or 

bureau. This situation is to be avoided and constant pressure 

m u s t bee x e r ted tor e qui ret h est ate t 0 f u 1 f ill its Ire qui r.e men t s 

in this area . 
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SCENARIOS 

The group process was concluded after the examination of the 

alternative futures as indicated by an analysis of the trends and 

events. The sharing of ideas and information provided the basis 

for scenario development and future policy considerations. The 

NGT group assumed. for the purposes of this project. that through 

the year 2000 the state would remain economically stable. there 

w 0 u 1 d ben 0 m a j 0 rea r t h q u"a k e. and the r e w 0 u 1 d ben 0 w 0 rId 

upheaval requiring major changes in the labor market. 

The following three scenarios are products of the trends and 

events that were identified through the NGT process. They will 

be utilized for future policy considerations. They are the 

nominal (or most likely), the best case and the worst case. 

All three look back from the year 2000. 

SCENARIO NO.1 

By the year 1998, the Return to Custody program utilizing 

small police agencies, had expanded tenfold from its beginning in 

1990. The state entered the program without adequate planning or 

consistent guidelines as to operations. It was initially 

assigned to Parole and Community Services Bureau. A section that 

did not wield much power within the Department of Corrections. 

The various small· public entities were left to their own devices 

as to how they would operate their respective facilities. Some 

cities created separate departments or as part of an existing 

city department. Half, placed the responsibility in the lap of 

the local city police department with the ultimate responsibility 

for operations given to the police chief. 

Many will remember that end of summer in 1994 when the 
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temperatures in the great Central Valley reached record 

proportions consistently topping well over 100 degrees daily. 

The RTC facility sweltered, as original building plans only 

specified that fan driven evaporative coolers be installed on the 

rooftops of the housing. units. 

There were 650 inmates assigned to the facility origina-lly 

designed for 400 beds. In an attempt to increase profits the 

cjty had agreed to accept the overcrowding. 

The police department consisted of eighteen sworn officers, 

six of whom were assigned as supervisors at the RTC facility 

along with fifty corrections officers (non-sworn), 

On that particular hot Saturday evening in late August the 

on duty watch at the RTC facility consist~d of a police sergeant 

watch commander and seven corrections _officers. Several miles 

away at the small police station the civilian public safety 

dispatcher sat at the radio console and two (one officer) patrol 

units cruised the tiny community of 8,000 residents located 30 

miles from the small county seat. 

The tractor-trailer collision five miles away on the 

interstate collapsed the large power pole cutting electrical 

power to the RTC facility. The emergency generator immediately 

kicked in supplying only minimum power requirements. All the 

facilit-y television sets were simultaneously shut down in the 

midst of a very popular program. This was the spark that ignited 

the prison upheaval. In the melee, several guards in this 

essentially unarmed medium security, direct supervision, facility 

were taken hostage while the control room officers locked 
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themselves in the upper secure area and radioed for assistance. 

It was four to five hours before any fype of organized 

response .;as available on the scene and much longer before the 

situation was resolved. When it was over the facility was in 

ruins. The main support building was set afire and the housing 

units were completely vandalized. Fortunately no one was killed 

but two guards and several inmates' were seriously 

the political ramifications soon followed. 

injured and 

Local political groups clamored for action and tried to 

place responsibility. The State Department of Corrections, under 

pressure from the legislature acted to change its policies and 

guidelines regarding contract services. Several major lawsuits 

were filed in connection with this incident. Most of them have 

been resolved but one lawsuit has considerably exceeded the one 

million dollar liability policy and the Risk Management Authority 

is facing a considerable loss. 

For the last few years after the 1994 riot the Departm~nt of 

Corrections has, through the construction of several major state 

prisons nearby. formed special entry teams for immediate response 

to prison disturbances to restore order. There has been a policy 

developed to respond to the nearest RTC facility .in the event of 

any emergency. 

SCENARIO NO.2 

Looking back from the year 2000, the period from 1992 to 

1995 was extremely difficult for the recruitment and retention of 

personnel. The three large state prisons, plus the federal 

prison, and several more RTC facilities were all competing for a 

limited labor pool. 
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The small cities could not compete with the much larger 

state salaries being offered and as a result were suffering. The 

moment personnel were satisfactorily trained and became 

operational they were lured awar. Those not eligible for state 

employment, for one reason or another, were marginal employees at 

best. RTC operations suffered considerably and profit margins 

were reduced significantly. 

To cope with this situation the cities assigned their best 

police officers to the RTC facility to "keel? the ship afloat". 

As a consequence public safety in the local community was 

diminished and the priorities were concentrated on RTC 

operations. This was. after all, 80% of the departments' budget 

and personnel allo£ation. 

The police agencies used foresight however, and found more 

creative ways of bringing qualified people into law enforcement 

careers. As the baby boom population was. aging, second career 

opportunities were developed for older workers. These 

individuals brought a wealth of life experience and stability to 

the mostly younger inmates housed at the RTC facilities. There 

•• as a "shared" job program developed where two people draw one 

"good" salary while sharing the work responsibility. This 

program opened opportunities for many mothers who could not work 

full time. 

The use of robotic technology also· eliminated some personnel 

needs in RTC facilities. 

By the year 2000, recruitment and retention was still an 

ongoing problem, but was at least manageable and under control. 
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SGE~ARIO NO.3 

By 1995. the state prison population reached 153.370. It is 

now the year 2000. and the state prison population has exceeded 

200,000 inmates. The new facilities that have been built to cope 

with this increase require all the minimum custody inmates 

available to perform the necessary housekeeping tasks. In fact, 

there is now a "shortage" of this classification of inmate (Level 

I). Increasing number of parole violators (60% are being 

returned) necessitates a change in the method of classification 

and assignment of inmates to prison facilities. 

The RTC facilities were. after all, built to medium level 

specifications (Level II). So why not re-classify and assign 

higher risk inmates to these facilities. The contracts do 

specify that the state and not the police department (or city) 

have control over inmate assignments. 

In 1999. the escape of an RTC inmate. with a history of 

violence, culminated in the death of a family of four in a rural 

farmhouse several miles away. The resultant "hue and cry" from 

political action groups caused the removal of the police 

department head and a Department of Corrections revamping of 

state policies. Much stricter state guidelines have been 

established for future inmate classification and assignments. 

During the course of the investigation into the police 

department's operation of the RTC facility a scandal was 

uncovered. To increase profit margins for the city. the police 

d epa r t men t chi e f e x e cut i ve was pre £< sur e din t 0 ad 0 p t i ng un s a f e 

practices in the hiring and training of RTC prison personnel. In 

addition, equipment and food purchases were also found to be 
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inadequate. There was a grand jury investigation with possible 

indictments forthcoming. 

There .. 'as a local recall initiative started, which result.ed 

in the change of three city council seats and a movement 

undertaken to attempt a cancellation of the state contract to 

operate the RTe facility. This new political movement called for 

a complete separation of the police department from any 

responsibility other than public safety. 

After all, the local folks said, "We pay our police 

department to protect us and the state is responsible for prison 

operations." 
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STRATEGIC PLAN 

The strategic plan provides the basis for a small police 

agency that will be operating a Return to Custody facility. The • strategic plan uses the SMEAC model. This is an acronym 

representing the various parts of the strategic plan as follows: 

-A Situation analysis 

-A Mission statement 

-An Execution plan 

-Various aspects of Administration and logistics 

-Control and plan 

The strategic plan follows the form of stating the Situation. a 

s tat e men t 0 f the Mis s ion, and the d e \T e lop men t 0 f the Ex e cut i ve 

plan with consideration for Administration and logistics and 

Transition Management. , 

The second scenario (Best Case) was chosen for the strategic 

plan along with certain aspects from both the other scenarios. • 
SITUATION 

The groundwork for the formalization of the strategic plan 

consisted of an analysis of the environment using the Delano 

Police Department as an example. WOTS-UP is an acronym for an 

evaluation of an organization's Weaknesses. Opportunities, 

Threats and Strengths. This analysis is done to determine the 

best match between the internal capabilities of the organization 

and the externat environment. 

ENVIRONMENT 

The Return to Custody contract prison program represents a 

radical departure from traditional state prison operations. The 

state was faced with a burgeoning prison population and rapidly • 
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increasing costs. California adopted the RTC program in 1987 to 

lower its cost of providing custody services to non-violent 

parole ~iolators, to expand over all prison capacity. and to 

pro \" ide g rea t e r 0 p P 0 r tun i tie s for w 0 r k e x per i e n c e i nth e 

community. Through contracts with local governments. the state 

delegates responsibility for the daily supervision of certain 

prisoners to the contractors. These prisoners remain under the 

legal custody of the Department of Corrections. but the 

facilities are operated by the contractors and the facilities' 

staff are contractor employees. 

The authorizing statute also ~aives certain requirements of 

the states' public contract act for construction of such 

facilities. The state benefits from the lower cost of wages and 

construction under this arrangement. The local contractor gets a 

service fee over and above the direcf cost of providing the 

service and may also benefit from the economic activity generated 

by the facili"ty. 

The City of Delano. along with two other cities nearby in 

Kern County has entered into a 20 year agreement with the state 

to provide custod~' services to state prisoners under this 

program. The contracts include monthly reimbursement provisions 

for the construction of 416-460 bed facilities amortized over the 

20 rear term. The City of Delano has issued certificates of 

participation to build the facility. secured by an RTC facility 

lease. with the Delano Public Improvement Corporation. a non-

profit public benefit corporation. The city covenants to budget 

and appropriate base rental payments from the amounts it receives 
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under the state contract. The city has also requested payments 

for facility lease costs directly to a trustee for the owners of 

t 11 e c e r t i f i cat e s . 

The state's obligation under the contract is subject only to 

its right not to appropriate sufficient funds for the pa~·ments. 

Because California prisons are currently at about 170% of 

designed capacity and the program offers clear financial 

benefits. the state's -incentive to allocate the funds is very 

7 strong. The state may terminate the contractor for non-

performance or just cause, but must continue to make all facility 

lease payments as it either locates a replacement contractor or 

operates the facility itself. 

The cities who have elected to join this program have some 

\' e r y s t ron g similarities. They are all small, the largest - is 

22,000 do~'n to 6.500 population. They are all very rural, 

located 20 to 30 miles from the county seat. In one instance the 

county seat· has only a 25.000 population. 

The obvious question is why would these cities want to be 

involved in this program? The most ready answer is finances. In 

addition to being isolated communities, they ha"ve no large tax 

base, they are mainly agricultural in nature, and all are 

financially strapped. In addition, they all have high rates of 

unemployment, some as high as 25% locally. The built in profit 

factor is the incentive to operate these RTC facilities. 

7The "Review of Standards & Poors Credit Report". April, 1990 
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If the state did not provide proper planning for this 

program, the cities did even less. The police departments 

certainly were not contacted for advise or input. This was 

mainly a political decision based on finances and the 

communities' acceptance of a facility of this type. In fact, 

only one of the three police departments now operates a Type I 

holding facility. 

It is interesting to note that in the critical trends 

identified by the NGT group (in which all three police 

departments participated) that the issues are: recruitment and 

retention of personnel; corrections vs. public safety; transition 

from law enforcement to Department of Corrections- rules; lack of 

con sis ten t s tat e g u ide lin e s for 0 per at ion; and the ass i g'n i n g 0 f 

high risk inmates . It is apparent that these are high areas of 

concern for all involved. 

Fortunately, the police agency heads and the city managers 

i n vol ve d, a Ion g wit h the i r c 0 u n c i 1 s, are all ,e n t rep r e n e uri a 1 and 

support their pol,ice agencies in these revenue generating 

projects. The RTC facilities will operate on separate budgets to 

facilitate expenditures and monitor profit levels. 

INTERNAL ASSESSMENT 

The police department has several strengths that would be 

considered important in the transition to operating an RTC 

facility. The department has been successfully operating a Type 

I jail facility for,a number of years. Beginning in January, 

1988 the department joined the Standards for Training Corrections 
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Officers Program (STC). By adhering to state standards in the 

recruitment and training of jail officers (non-sworn) the 

department will continue in the present selection and training 

pro c e s s for R T Ceo r r e c t ion s 0 f fie e r s. a 1 tho ugh t his i s 'n 0 t 

required according to the terms of the state contract. The 

department is maintaining good relationships with both the other 

police department contractors and the cities with separate 

departments operating RTC facilities. In addition. close liaison 

has been established with the private contractors who have been 

operating for 1-2 years and have gathered some empirical data. 

The police department will be operating an 80,000 square 

foot facility that is patterned upon the newest California 

Department of Corrections prison design scaled down to 50% from 

the original. This is a design that has been found extremely 

satisfactory. There is the opportunity to expand the capacity in 

the future to maximize revenue potential without greatly 

increasing costs. 

agencies. 

This is an entirely new concept for police 

There are additional opportunities in providing a career 

ladder for police employees in a small agency plus the expanding 

job assignments that will be available. The increased revenues 

to the General Fund will enable the police budget to increase for 

additional personnel and equipment. 

There are some concerns when assessing the weaknesses that 

exist. The department has no prior experience in this area of 

penologr· The present department head has at least had several 

years of large county jail operations experience. Where will the 

future chiefs be found? Is it possible that executives from the 
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De par t men t 0 f Co r r e c t ion s wi lIe v e n t u all y com man d t h os e sma 1 1 

police agencies with large corrections staffs? The "new" monies 

that will be generated by the RTe program will not come directly 

to the department. but ~'ill go. instead. to the city's general 

fund. These funds may then be used to offset other programs or 

deficiencies in the city budget. 

As these RTC programs get under way there is a certain 

amount of resistance by some present members of the police 

supervisory staff. Many see this new program as positive but 

others grumble about the possible duty assignment to the prison. 

This is caused mostly by the resistance to change in a new and 

unknown environment. This is an area where leadership will be an 

extremely important attribute. 

vision for the future . 

The transition must provide a 

There is also a perceived weakness in level of management 

and supervisory skills. along with basic skills for most of the 

rank and file employees. Training needs will be met prior to 

commencement of operations. but "hands on" experience will only 

come with time. This is an area where the empirical data 

gathered by private prison operators will be very valuable. The 

transition effort should involve first line supervisors in the 

departments decision making and police development processes . 
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STAKEHOLDER AND SNAILDARTER ANALYSIS 

A sub group of the NGT Panel. made up of department 

management personnel. was convened for the stakeholder 

identification segment. The members were given a process 

overview explaining the data results and the stakeholder concept. 

S t a k e hoI d e r s are per son s 0 r g r 0 ups w h i c h may be a f f e c ted b y the 

issue. The y may a t t e m p t t 0 i n flu e n c e ·t h e iss u e 0 r the way i tis 

being conducted. Snaildarters are persons or groups who are not 

so obvious as having a stake in the issue and may suddenly emerge 

causing serious problems. 

It is important that these groups. whether internal or 

external. be identified when preparing a strategic plan. Those 

who support must be encouraged. and those opposing must be 

mitigated. A plan can then be implemented to chart a course of 

action to manage. control. lead, or neutralize in order 

to accomplish the strategic plan. 

The NGT sub group discussed a list of stakehulders during 

the meeting. Also several "snaildarters" were identified. Those 

stakeholders and snaildarters that were identified as being 

critical to the success· of the police agencies contracting to 

operate Return to Custody prison facilities are listed along with 

the descriptions of their assumed respective positions. 

1. C i b- Man age r : Support 

The city manager strongly supports this program as a 

way to substantially increase city revenues to the general fund. 

The city has been falling nearly a million do·llars short of 

balancing the budget for the past two years. 

please the council ensuring his position. 
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2. Cit \' C 0 u n c i I : SUpport 

The counci I was pro-active in the initial application 

for this program and has continued in strong support. The 

additional income to the city plus the approximately 100 new jobs 

will appeal to their constituents. It gives the image of a "city 

on the move" which they have been quoting. 

3 . Pol ice :C hie f : Support 

The chief will strongly support this program because the 

entire department will benefit through increased equipment and 

resources, in addition to improvements in wages and benefits. 

There will be a substantial increase in the size of the 

department which in turn will increase the responsibilities and 

importance of this executive pos~tion through both direct and 

intrinsic benefits . 

Local Courts/Judges: Mixed reaction 

The courts feel that with the building of two large 

state prisons (4.500 beds each) near to the three Return to 

Custody facilities there will be a dramatic rise in prison 

related crimes that will be brought into their jurisdictions. 

5. Sheri ff: Oppose 

The sheriff has publi'cly stated he is opposed to any 

prison construction in the county. He has stated it will be 

difficult for him to provide adequate public safety with the 

increase in crimes and the type of population increase these 

types of facilities would bring. Furthermore, he stated it would 

be extremely difficult for him to recruit corrections officers 

for his county jail facilities . 
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6. California Correctional Peace Officers 

Association: Snaildarter 

This is one of the strongest public employees' 

associations in the state. This association has strong allies in 

the state legislature. While this group strongly supports the 

building of new state prison facilities they have remained silent 

on the RTC program. Now it is relatively small, but as it 

increases this group could feel itself threatened - by a 

sUbstantial loss of correctional positions statewide. 

7. Local Police Associations: Snail darters 

At present the police associations support this 

program. However, in the fut-ure. when the correctional officers 

form much larger associations that overshadow the police officer 

associations there could be a sudden change in attitude. 

Additionally there may be resistance from sworn supervisory 

personnel assigned to corrections duty for extended periods of 

time. They could actively oppose the program as "not the job of 

the police department". 

8. California Department of Corrections: Support 

California Department of Corrections strongly supports 

this program at the onset. This is pa.rticularl~· true with the 

political pressure exerted by the legislature to seek alternative 

methods of reducing costs of incarceration. This could change in 

the future if serious problems emerge in this new program. 

Organized groups of California Department of Corrections 

employees could force changes in the Department's attitude toward 

contract RTC facilities. 
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9. Communitv Groups: Weak Support 

A t pre s· e nt, due tot h e I 0 c a I e con 0 m i c sit u a t ion. the r e 

is ;,reak support. No one really likes prisons in their midst. A 

RTC· few voices are already questioning the entire process. The 

program must be handled in a positive professional manner to 

allay these doubts and fears. 

10. state Legislature: Support 

They have just enacted the legislation permitting this 

new program. It is a way of reducing state costs for corrections 

which is rapidly increasing. However, being political. they are 

sensitive to special interest groups such as large state 

correctional unions or organized minority groups representing 

particular segments of the population. 

11. Nedia: Weak Support 

Local newspapers and television have presented the 

program county \o,Tide and appear to at least support it for the 

present. Some type of negative incident. that is real 

newsworthy, could generate state or national interest of a 

sensational nature. 

12 . other Citv Departments: Snaildarter 

This group has remained silent to this point, but could 

present future opposition. The perception in smaller cities that 

one particular department, in this case the police, is getting 

"too large and powerful". could possibly force a change in 

operation from police to a separate corrections department. 

1 3 . Private Prisons: Oppose 

The legislation enabling public entities to operate 

contract RTC facilities has placed a hold on any more expansion 
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of this program. The existing facilities will remain but private 

corporations operating them will be unable to add additional 

sites. 

STRATEGIC ASSUMPTION SURFACING 

The Strategic Assumption Surfacing Technique (SAST) is a 

method of determining assumptions for each stakehold~r position. 

The S.A.S.T. plot will indicate the type of leadership or 

management required to gain or retain support and/or mitigate 

possible 9PPosition. 

Quadrants I and II will require management monitoring. 

Quadrant I, ("least important and most certain"), requires only 

routine monitoring. Quadrant II, ("most important and most 

certain"), will not require too much in the way of management or 

leadership. This group should evolve in a positive manner. 

Quadrant III and IV will require the most attention 

are the most critical stakeholders. Quadrant III, 

as these 

("least 

certain and least important"), need to be monitored for sudden 

changes in position that could change their category. Quadrant 

IV, ("most important and least certain"), need constant attention 

due to their importance. 
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• STRATEGIC ASSUMPTION SURFACING 

I MOST CERTAIN 

10 

8 

9 
LEAST 
IMPORTANT 4 7 11 

6 

13 
12 
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III 

1-
2. 
3 • 
4. 
5. 
6. 

• 

LEAST CERTAIN 

STAKEHOLDERS 

CITY MANAGER 7. 
CITY COUNCIL 8. 
POLICE CHIEF 9. 
LOCAL COURTS/JUDGES 10. 
SHERIFF 11-
CALIFORNIA CORRECTIONS OFFICERS 12. 
ASSOCIATION (SNAILDARTER) 13 . 

TABLE 4 

TECHNIQUE PLOT 

II 
3 

1 

2 

MOST 
IMPORTANT 

IV 

LOCAL POLICE ASSOC. (SNAILDARTER) 
CALIFORNIA DEPT. OF CORRECTIONS 
COMMUNITY GROUPS 
STATE LEGISLATUTE 
MEDIA 
OTHER CITY DEPTS. (SNAILDARTER) 
PRIVATE PRISONS 



MISSION 

(HACRO) 

F~r the purposes of this study the Delano Police Department . . • has been used as a model. The mission of the Department is to 

pro \' ide a b r 0 a d ran g e 0 f pub I i c s a f e t r s e r vic e s wit h the 

following objectives: 

To furnish the citizens of Delano superior law 

enforcement service, 

To support the Kern County Criminal Justice System 

through responsible leadership and by effectively utilizing 

quality resources in the area of prisoner custody training and 

technological specialities, (Appendix 7). 

(NICRO) 

As it pertains to this issue, an additional mission 

statement has been developed as follows: 

The mission of the Delano Return to Custody Facility is to • operate a fully constitutional, safe and secure correctional 

facility with the following objectives: 

To protect society, for a period of time, by 

housing offenders away from t~e community as prescribed by law. 

To meet the needs' of inmates by respectful and 

dignified treatment while providing opportunities with a variety 

of programs, for educational, voeational, social and personal 

counseling leading to ultimate release. 

To strive for recognition as an outstanding, 

fiscally responsible, correctional f·acility, maintaining 

excellence of performance in managing human and logistical 

resources required to meet our responsibilities. 

• 
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EXECl'TTON 

A sub group of the NOT Panel consisting of four police 

department management personnel and three non-sworn members of 

cit r go \' ern men twa s con v en edt 0 rev i e w the c r i tic a 1 t r end san d 

e\'ents, the W'OTS-UP analysis and the strategic assumptions that 

were plotted, 

the group: 

The following represent the strategies proposed by 

Strategy Statements: 

1. Develop a recruitment policy that will be for reaching 

and all encompassing. A program that will take into account the 

emerging and dramatic changes in the demography of today's 

workplace. Includ.e a liaison ~dth other agencies such as the 

state Employment Development Department (EDD) and related 

training schools. 

2. Develop a career enhancement program that will enable 

police department employees the opportunitr to experience new job 

assignments, perhaps in an acting supervisory position. In 

addition. the corrections officers could be provided city jail 

ex per i en c e a"s a n a It ern at i vet 0 the RT C fa c iIi t y . This new 

interest could stimulate the police reserve program and increase 

the retention rate. 

3. Ensure that proper procedures are established, 

including frequent audits. to prevent the misuse of inmates or 

resources. A series of checks and balances to convince political 

leaders. administrators and employees to adhere to ethical 

conduct. 

4. Frequent use of ths media to present positive programs 
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and events taking place in the RTC facility. A prominent use of 

inmate services to maintain city parks and recreational areas and 

other related functions that are the responsibility of city 

government. This should be presented as a dollar figure in 

savings for local taxpayers. This will greatly assist in keeping 

local pclitical groups informed and convinced of the value of 

this program. 

5. Develop policy that ~ill keep a separation between 

public safety responsibilities and those of corrections. 

Although both divisions are under the same department. maintain 

separate budgets for each as a start. Maintain separate policy 

and procedural manuals and closely observe priorities. This will 

assist in the transition from police department rules to 

Department of Corrections rules and procedures. 

6. Train police and corrections personnel in emergency 

response techniques to prison disturbances and provide proper 

trpe of equipment. In addition. train personnel to be sensitive 

to inmates and their needs while they are incarcerated. 

Establish close liaison with the nearest major state prison for 

their emergency response teams while establishing contingency 

plans for containment. 

7. Establish close liaison with both public and privately 

operated RTC facilities. This will assist in lobbying state 

corrections officials to monitor assignment of low risk inmates 

as originally intended. Local legislators from the various 

jurisdictions can be used to pressure CDC to adhere to the 

original intent of the program. 
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8. Naintain proper le\-e.ls of liability insurance including 

the sharing of responsibility through a risk management 

authority. particularly where several facilities are in the same 

region. Proper training of employees and compliance with state 

rules and regulations should mitigate costs for this coverage. 

9. Develop agreements with other city departments such as 

Public Works and Facility Maintenance. RTC inmate labor could be 

utilized in exchange for services to the police department or 

prison such as repairs and maintenance through the use of fund 

transfers. 

10. Closely monitor state guidelines for changes in RTC 

operation. 

Sacramento. 

In addition this includes new rules emanating from 

Close liaison with other public agencies involved in 

this program and with state and locally elected officials will 

assist in applying proper political pressure to follow original 

contract agreements. 

Following this phase of the process, the group was 

instructed on the policy delphi technique. The original nine 

alternatives were reduced to three utilizing the 

Feasibility/Desirability Index. They were rank ordered in terms 

of: highest feasibility/desirability the next highest and the 

most polarized. The three alternatives were: 

(1) Develop an ongoing policy of recruitment training and 

retention of personnel including a career enhancement program. 

(6) Design a program to 'establish primary emergency 

r.e spa n set e am s c a a r din ate d wit h sec and a r ':l s tat ere spa n s e . 

Provide sensitivity training to personnel. 

(3) Develop procedures, with adequate checks and balances • 
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to ensure ethical conduct by political and management personnel 

(most polarized). 

ALTER~ATIVE STRATEGIES: 

Prior to selecting the final alternative for the strategic 

plan. the group analyzed the strengths and weaknesses of the 

three alternatives. The major observations are as follows: 

(1) Develop an ongoing policy of "recruitment training and 

retention of personnel including a career enhancement program. 

1. It is futuristic to watch 
emerging demographic trends 

2. Could provide large 
labor pool to draw from 

3. Maintain smooth operations 
at RTC facility 

4. Provide variety of assign-
ments for personnel 

The group rated this 

feasibility/desirability index. 

1. Increased workload for 
already struggling personnel 
department 

2. Higher state salaries 
could prove obstacle 

3. Rural area located some 
distanc~ from metropolitan 
area 

alternative highest on the 

Members generally felt that this 

would be the greatest need particularly during the first five 

years of operation. 

There is already a recruitment problem for" qualified 

employees and the new program has not yet started. 

(6) Design a program for contingency emergency response 

personnel and coordinate with state authorities. 

so 
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Pro: 

1. Provide containment for 
unusual incidents 

2. Haintain trained personnel 
who feel secure in their duties 

3. Will have the approval of 
State Department of Corrections 

This alternative rated 

feasibility/desirability index. 

1. Need outside assistance in 
in developing training program 

2. Will need to be ongoing 
with frequent expected changes 
in personnel 

second highest on the 

Group members feel somewh~t 

a p pre hen s i v ego i n gin t 0 a n e n t ire I y new and d i f.f ere n tar e a 0 f 

responsibility from that of traditional police work. 

(3) Develop checks and balances to ensure ethical conduct 

by both political leaders and management personnel. 

Pro: 

1. Avoid future scandal 
for the department 

2. ~!aintain integrity of 
state contract which could 
be voided for malfeasance 

3. Provide job satisfaction 
for individuals concerned 

4. Maintain highest level of 
integrity 

Can: 

1. Potential cause of 
friction between department 
and city government leaders 

2. Possible· removal of 
department head 

3. Various RTC facilities 
operating under different 
guidelines 

Group members indicated that this was the most polarized 

alternative. Some members felt that they were now operating with 

integrity and would continue to do so. Other members felt that 

sufficient checks and balances must be installed for future 

leaders and managers as yet undetermined . 
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RECOMMENDED STRATEGY 

Subsequent to reviewing the alternatives it was determined 

that a plan should be developed to implement Alternative #1, 

mainly because of its' immediate importance in the near future 

and for at least through the next five years. Its practical 

value could prove to be the key to the successful future 

operation of the program. 

DESIGN A RECRUITMENT, TRAINING AND RETENTION PROGRAM TO 

INCLUDE CAREER ENHANCEMENT FEATURES 

This policy was se ected because it would have the greatest 

immediate impact on the issue. Starting from ground zero the 

facilities are all being constructed to state specifications. 

The personnel will be the hear~ of the program and are of the 

most concern to the agencies involved. 

If this initial program is a success there may be some 

agencies that will expand their fa~ilities from 400 plus inmates 

to as man r as 800 in the n ext f i ,. e tot en), ear s . 

personnel program will be the key to this future. 

A successful 

There are no 

state mandates other than the bare minimum training requirements 

for RTC personnel. It is up to the agencies to develop their own 

standards of excellence. The success of this alternative can 

serve as a model for cities and their small police agencies that 

will eventuallY enter this program. This alternative will appeal 

to the majority of the stakeholders due to its overall primar~T 

importance. 

Com par at i ,. ely. the sec 0 n d a I t ern at i ve, des i g n i n gap r 0 g ram 

for emergency response personnel, is also of great importance . 
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Ho~ever. some of the necessary and desirable attributes will be 

found in a successful overall personnel policy of recruitment and 

training . 

• The third al ternative. developing checks and balances for 

ethical conduct in political leaders and top management will 

probably be an excellent future program and will prove to be 

easier once the program has been underway for a period of time. 

lMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY 

To successfully implement the selected alternative, a 

recruitment. training and retention program, the police agency 

must resolve the following issues: 

1. Police management personnel must be allowed to provide 

broad guidance in recruitment policy to the city's personnel 

department to avoid conflicts in method or personalities. 

2. A systematic program of recruitment must be established 

3. The proposed recruitment policy must address the • that will maximize efforts while minimizing budget resources . 

emerging demogra~hic changes in the U. S. workforce. 

4. A specific training manual for Return to Custody 

personnel must be developed by the police agency. 

5. A career enhancement program must be ini tiated as a 

combined effo~t between the city personnel department and the 

police agenc:; .. 

6. A plan must be developed to entice employees to remain 

such as child care or job sharing. 

7. Haterial for public dissemination should be developed 

for use in the media, particularly directed toward minorities, 

women and senior workers . 
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8 . Pol ice d ep art m e I! t e m p 1 o~: e e S m u s t b e pro \' ide d wit han 

orientation on the new program for recruitment in the RTC 

faci1it:.,. 

9. All available state and local human resource agencies 

must be tapped including private sector and military services. 

10. The many facets of a successful personnel p0.1 ic y for 

the RTC may be utilized for the recruitment in the police agency 

itself or other city departments. 

11. Selection criteria for corrections officers should meet 

the State Training for Corrections Program (STC) to ensure 

qualified personnel and allow work assignments in the city jail 

as well as the RTC .. 

12. Reluctance on the part of city government to spend 

additional funds in this area must be overcome. 
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AbMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS 

T his pro j e c t w i I I b e u n d e r the d ire c ti o. n 0 f the chi e f 0 f 

police. As d epa r t men the ad, he has the u I tim ate res p 0 n sib iIi t ~' 

and will establish the major goals and objectives, in addition to 

providing leadership and direction. The chief will work with the 

City Personnel Department, the State Employment Development 

Department and Department of Corrections and his own staff. The 

prison facility administrator will be directly responsible for 

implementing the recruitment, training and retention plan. 

The police department presently uses a line item budget and 

personnel costs are funded by both the personnel department and 

the police department, A separate budget will be established for 

the Return to Custody facility. Part of this budget will be the 

initial costs for recruitment and training of personnel. The 

state has made certain provisions in the contract for pre-start 

up costs. The cities involved will attempt to retain as much of 

these funds as I?ossible. so it will take strong administrative 

abilities to utilize these funds far maximum benefits. 

A recruitment plan for the future will be developed to take 

into account the following changes in the work force: 

The mass flight from the snowbelt to the sunbelt 

The growth of popularity of smaller communities for 

"quality of life", low crime rates, air and water pollution, and 

traffic gridlock 

The shrinking size, the increasing and growing variety 

of households 

The shift of wives into the workforce 

Pressures of changing age profiles (gra:v' hair equals 
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less red ink). The U. S. fertility rate has fallen below 2.2 

which is necessary to maintain a level population. 

Changing immigration patterns 

The possible need for on-site child care. Nale headed 

families are presently indicating the gre~test increase with 

female headed families next. 

PRE-TRANSITION PLANNING 

A well planned organization of the transition team is 

essential if the process is to work effectively and efficiently. 

A number of tasks need to be organized and defined to initiate 

the transition process. A Transition Organization Chart has been 

developed (Table 5) with responsibilities delegated as follows: 

Transition Coordinator 

T his i s the sin g I e mas tim p 0 r tan tin d" i v i d u a lin the 

transition process. This person is responsible for establishing 

the overall objectives and structure of the proposed plan. The 

coordinator must constantly monitor the process and serve as the 

principal moti~ator for the transition. 

Administrative Task Force 

Com p r i sed 0 f s eve r a I cit y d e. par t men t s s u c has pol ice , 

personnel and finance. The task force approach allows the 

segmentation of transition activities into management units 

without severely compromising authority and responsibility. 

Task Force 

These are the primary work force for the transition process. 

In general. they are planning bodies for: 

1. Identify needs as they relate to a specific activity 
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2. Determine how those needs can be met for the function 

area involved 

3. Address unresolved issues or problem areas related to 

the activity 

4. Develop written policies and procedures to ensure 

accuracy and consistency in the activity. 

The sub-group determined that for this transition plan three 

task force areas would be necessary as -indicated in the chart. 

It is an important component of pre-transition planning to 

develop an action plan for each of the task force areas. The 

action plan will be a short-range plan defining the steps that 

need to be taken to accomplish the intended outcome, The plan 

also identifies the individuals responsible for a particular 

action and specifies a completion date. 

Action plans will enable the task forces to determine what 

acti\'ities are necessary to meet transition objectives. They 

for provide direction in assessing various alternatives 

addressing those objectives and in selecting the most appropriate 

approach. 

The individual task forces will, in most instances, prepare 

their own action plans, which will be incorporated into the 

6verall transition plan based upon each task force's agendas. 

The final task in the area of transition organization 

involves the orientation and training of the transition team 

<. task force) members, This wi 11 allow each task force to be 

adequately versed in the various issues of the other task forces . 
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MANAGEMENT 
INFORMATION 
SYSTEM 

RECRUITMENT 
TASK FORCE 

WIDE AREA 
RECRUITMENT 
PROGRAM 

CHANGING 
DEMOGRAPHICS 

TARGET 
SPECIFIC 
GROUPS/AREAS 

TRANSITION ORGANIZA'l'IONCHART 

TRANSITION 
~~ORDINATOR 

ADMINISTRATIVE 
TASK FORCE 

TRAINING 
TASK FORCE 

NEW FACILITY 
ORIENTATION 

NEW STAFF 
TRAINING 

EMERGENCY 
RESPONSE 
TRAINING 

TABLE 5 

RESOURCE 
MANAGEMENT 

RETENTION 
TASK FORCE 

CAREER 
ENHANCEMENT 
PROGRAM 

EMPLOYEE 
ASSISTANCE 
PROGRAMS 
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Finally. a.ll members should receive formal inst.ructions in 

the following areas: 

Project Management 

Transition Concepts 

Action Planning 

Policy and Procedure Development 
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TRANSITION MANAGEMENT 

Transition management is the ability to assess the level of 

organizational readiness to change. It consists of the movement 

of the organization from its present state to a desired future 

state. To accomplish this there must be an identification and 

evaluation of the critical mass. 

CRITICAL HASS 

This is defined as the minimum number of individuals who, if 

they support change, make it likely to succeed. If they resist a 

change it will fail. Through discussion with the strategic 

planning group a Commitment Level Chart was used to identify the 

groups and individuals. (Table 6). 

The strategy to have the critical mass to either "Let Change 

Happen" or "Help Change Happen" is described below: 

Police Chief 

The chief is presently helping change happen. His support 

and active participation is necessary so he must move to the 

"make change happen" category. 

Ci t\' ~Ianager 

The city manager is presently helping change to happen. His 

main concern is financial and he must be convinced to make change 

happen by sufficient financial resources and coordination of city 

departments to achieve the plan. 

Sheriff 

The sheriff is opposed to the entire RTe concept for small 

cities. He feels threatened with future personnel problems of 
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Cvl·~",::LTMENT LEVEL CHART 

CRITICAL MASS BLOCK LET CHANGE HELP CHANGE MAKE CHAMGE 
GROUPS/INDIVIDUALS CHANGE HAPPEN HAPPEN HAPPEN 

POLICE CHIEF TODAY 

CITY MANAGER TODAY -? 

SHERIFF TODAY > 

. 
POLICE OFFICERS TODAY 

SOCIATION 

. ' 

COMMUNITY GROUPS TODAY 
, 

OTHER CITY TODAY 
DEPARTMENTS 

CALIFORNIA DEPT. TODAY 
OF CORRECTIONS 

MEDIA TODAY -? 

CITY COUNCIL TODAY -;> 

• TABLE 6 



his own. ~ith sufficient citv government and county elected 

supervisors. together with community groups, he could be moved to 

a "let change happen" position. 

Police Officer's Association 

The POA is presently in a "let change happen" position. 

With proper personnel planning and career enhancement this group 

could be moved to a "help change" position. They must be kept 

informed throughout the process to alleviate any doubts they may 

have. 

Cornmunitv Groups 

They are now providing weak support for the entire project. 

With a smooth transition into the RTC program they would continue 

to allow change to happen. A smooth personnel program. 

particularl.r taking into account minorities. ,",'omen in the 

h'orkforce, and aging ... orkers. will help keep this group's 

support. 

Other Citv Deoartments 

Goo d I i a i son wit h inc i t y g 0 \' ern men t p 1 u s the p 0 s sib 1 e 

assistance with other departments' personnel needs may keep this 

group from feeling threatened to where they may oppose change. 

California Department of Corrections 

The CDC is now providing help to mak~ change happen. Their 

concern is with the proper operation of these RTC facilities so 

they do not have to assume responsibility. With proper personnel 

procedures and training providing smooth operations they will 

continue to assist in helping change to happen. 

~[e d i a 

The local media is presently supporting this program and is 
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letting ch~nge happen . With a proper media policy to provide 

information and assistance this group could be moved to "helping 

change happen". 

Cit \. C 0 u n c i 1 

The council strongly supports the entire program. Wi th a 

smooth personnel plan they can be moved to a "help change happen" 

position. They, as a group, are extremel~ sensitive to personnel 

problems and must be assured that city administration is capable 

of anticipated performance in developing the overall project . 
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CONCLUSION 

In this study we have looked at· the operation of a contract 

state prison by a small police agency in the very near future and 

as far as the year 2000. This is not an abstract concept but a 

reality for the several small police agencies that are initially 

involved. A project that, without any real advance planning was 

suddenly made the responsibility of those agencies. There is 

every reason to believe that this program will greatly expand 

over the next few years depending upon these early successes. 

The main emphasis of this paper is on the near future for 

very obvious reasons. The time frame for the beginning of this 

pro g ram i s \' e r y c i 0 s e. p 0 S sib I ~'. a sea r I!' a s the beg inn i n g 0 f 

199 1. There were lengthy delays by the State Department of 

Corrections for approximately two and a half years. For a long 

period of time it appeared as though it would not be feasible for 

either the state or the cities involved to enter into this 

program. 

It is interesting to note that as late as Nay 23, 1990. 

during a discussion with the California Department of Corrections 

Director of Parole and Community Services Division at Folsom 

Prison that the state had their own concerns in almost the 

ide n tic a I are a s t hat we red e \' e lop e d b y the Nom ina I G r 0 up. ( F 0 u r 

out of five). 

Several future scenarios have be~n presented. In this 

study's "best case" scenario, a positive future is forecast. 

This scenario proposes that for small police agencies operating 

contract state prisons the key will be the development of a 

program that addresses the recruitment, training and retention of 
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personnel. The state has really been very vague in this area 

requiring only a forty hour training course to meet the minimum 

RTC contract requirements. 

It is being proposed and will be the intention to provide. 

the full corrections officer training program (STC) of 160 hours 

with the added 40 hours of 832 PC training for a total of 200 

hours. This will be a considerable added expense at the onset 

of this program but will be beneficial in the long run. Each 

facility has approximately 50 corrections officers and it may be 

possible to consolidate and share this training on a regional 

basis. 

At the California Peace Officer's Training Conference held 

in Napa. California on November 29. 1989 Walter H. Bock. a 

nationally known speaker, consultant and trainer conducted a 

-.'orkshop on 

challenges: 

"Police Work in 

(1) Cooperation; 

2000". He presented three 

(2) Recruitment/Retention; 

ker 

( 3 ) 

~anagement and Leadership. Between now and the year 2000 changes 

in the workforce will occur even faster than they have to the 

present. 

The declining. birth rate. the nonwhite or non-native born 

segment of the work force (expected to reach 43 percent by year 

2000) and the aging factor. will all be dynamics in this program. 

Regional or national recruiting may be necessary. There wi 11 be 

a growing disparit~· in educational requirements in the way 

different communities set their own standards. This may be 

effective in helping meet racial and ethnic hiring goals. 

RTC Corrections, as well as public safety. is labor 
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i n ten s i ve ( a p p r b xi rna tel y 60 per c en t 0 fan n u a I bud get) . There 

will not only be less reqruits available in the future, but a lot 

of state corrections officers now presently employed will be 

retiring. Kays must be found to not lose this important 

expertise and training. The cities must find ways to return 

these workers. on either a part-time or full-time basis. without 

the loss of t~eir pension payments. 

A number of other issues facing small agency operation of 

RTC facilities have been identified. They are all important and 

must be addressed in the first several years of RTC operatiqn. 

Management will playa key role in this area. The world is 

becoming more complex as we reach the 21st century. 

A major challenge will be the training of supervisors and 

command officers in skills necessary to deal with that complex 

world. By the year 2000, these small police agencies will have 

to find more ways to maximize resources and be open to 

cooperative ventures. 
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CONTRACT 

R86.127 

R85.6.8. 
128 

R87.130 

R87.131 

R87.132 

R85.6.3. 
220 

# 

RETURN-TO-CUSTODY FACILITIES 
FISCAL YEAR 1988/89 

SCHEDULE III 
REVISED 10/05/88 

FACILITY OPERATED BY: CAPACITY 

Shasta County 
Jail - Mens 
Facility 

Tulare County 
RTC - Mens 
Facility 

Mesa Verde RTC 
Mens Facility 

MCFarland RTC 
Mens Facility 
120 Taylor St 
McFarland Ca 

Live Oak RTC 
Woman's Facility 
2727 Pennington 
Live Oak Ca 

Hidden Valley 
Ranch Mens -
Facility 
PO Box 334 
La Honda Ca 
94020 

M 

Shasta County 50 
Sheriff Dept 
1500 Court St 
Redding Ca 96099 

Tulare County 330 
Sheriff Dept 
County Civic 
Center 
Visalia Ca 93921 

Gary White 200 
Associates 
425 Golden State Way 
Bakersfield Ca 93301 

Wackenhut Services 200 
1500 San'Remo Ave 
Coral Gables Fl 3314 

Eclectic 
Co~~unications Inc 
1823 Knoll Dr 
Ventura Ca 93003 

Eclectic 
Communications Inc 
1823 Knoll Dr 
Ventura Ca 93303 
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0 50 

0 330 

0 200 

0 200 
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CONTRACT # 

R87.401 

R87.402 

• 
R85.6.5 

• 

2 

RETURN-TO-CUSTODY FACILITIES 
FISCAL YEAR 1988/89 

SCHEDULE III 
REVISED 10/05/88 

FACILITY OPERATED BY: CAPA:CITY 
M F T 

Baker RTC Eclectic 200 o 200 
Mens Facility 
PO Box 470 
Baker Ca 92309 

Eagle Mountain 
RTC Mens -
Facility 
PO Box 707 
Desert Center 
Ca 92239 

Shasta County 
RTC - Woman's 
Facility 

Communications Inc 
1823 Knoll Dr 
Ventura Ca d 93003 

Mana-gement 200 0 200 
Training Corp 
3340 Harrison Blvd 
PO Box 9935 
Ogden Ut 84409 

Shasta County 
Sheriff Dept 
1500 Court St 
Redding Ca 96099 

15 15 
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NOMINAL GROUP MEMBERS 

1. Charles Kitchens. Private Prison Administrator 

2. Willie Shell, Police Chief. Cal State Bakersfield 
(Former Jail Commander Kern County Sheriff's Dept.) 

3. Jack Kimble. Lieutenant. State Dept. of Corrections 
(Assigned to McFarland RTC) 

4. Charles Scott. Police Chief, City of Taft 

5. LeRoy Anderson, Facility Administrator, Taft RTC 

6. Raymond Schartau, Police Chief/Supt. of Corrections, 
City of Delano 

7. Edward Combs. Commander, Delano Police Department 

8. Raymond Penrod. Lieutenant. Delano Police Department 
(Assigned to RTC Facility) 

9. Wiley Jung, Finance Director. City of Delano 

10. 

11. 

Ralph Carpenter, City of Delano Community Member 

Ronald Williams. Lieutenant. Delano Police Department 
Administrative Division 
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• 1 . 
2 . 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 . 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
11. 

12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 

• 

• 

TRENDS 

RTC profits to be used for Public Safety 
Recruitment and Retention of Personnel 
RTC Concept Changed to include Sentenced Prisoners 
Lack of State Guidelines Regarding Concept 
Profit Motive vs. La~ Enforcement Role for Police Chief 
Competition Between Public/Private RTC's for Funding 
Emphasis Shifting from Public Safety to Corrections 
Conflicting Legal Mandates 
Transition from Law Enforcement Role to Corrections Rules 
and Regulations 
RTC Impact on City Government Funding 
Lack of Qualified Management Personnel for Police/RTC 
Experiencee 
High Risk Inmates Assigned to RTC Facilities 
Greater City Liability for Medical Services 
Inadequate City Planning for RTC 
Profit Motive Leading to Poor Business Practices 
Lack of Qualified Personnel to Operate RTC 
Increased Police Union Opposition to RTC 
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KERN 

Department of Corrections 
+ Original Prisons ( Pre 1982 ) 

1. California Stat€; Prison. San Quentin 
2. Caiiiornia State Pnson. 010 FOlsom 
3. California InstiiUtion for Men 
4. Correctional Training Facility 
5. California InslilUlion lor Women 
6. Deuel Vocational Institution 
7. California Men's Colon)' 
8. Calilornia Correctional Facility 
9. California Medical Facility 

10. California Rehabilitation Center 
11. California Correctional Cenler 
12. Sierra Conservation Center 

• New Prisons Constructed 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

• 
1. 
2. 
" .:l. 

4. 

A 

1. 
2. 

California Medical Facility - South 
Southern Maximum Security Complex 
Calilornia Stale Prison - New Folsom 
Northern Calilornia Women's Facilily 
Richard J. Donovan Correctional Facility 
at Rock Mountain 
Avenal State Prison 
Mule Creek Stata Prison 
California State Prison, Corcoran 
Chuckawalla Valley State Prison 
Pelican Bay State Prison 

Under Construction 

California State Prison-Madera County 
California State Prison - Kern County (Wasco) 
California Siate Prison -Kern County (Delano) 
California State Prison -Imperial County (North) 

Proposed t~ew Prisons 

Caliiornia Reception Center - Los Angeles County 
California Siaia Prison - Los Angeles Counly 

3. California Staie Prison - Fresno County (Coalinga) 
SANTI. BARBARA! fl ~ 

_ 4. Caliiornia Staie Prison - Imperial County (South) 
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EVENTS 

1. Creation of Special Interest Political Groups 
2. Major Event in RTC with No Response Capability 
3. New State Government Eliminating RTC Contracts 

. 4 . S tat e c han gin g R u I e sin "~fi d die 0 f Gam e " 
5. Major Scandal in RTC Due to Profit Motive 
6. Operational Priority Conflicts 
7. Major Incident in RTC Causing State to Cancel Contract 
8. High Risk Escape Creating Public Outcry 
9. State Facing Sudden Financial Crisis 
10. City Becomes Financially Unsound 
11. Facility and Technology Become Obsolete 
12. Major Lawsuit Against RTC Causing Financial Crisis 
13. Shortage of Minimum Security Inmates 
14. Aids Crisis 
15. Chemical Behavior Modifier to Preclude Sentencing 
16. State Increasing Minimum Qualifications for RTC Employment 
17. Cure for Cocaine Addiction 
18. Robotics Replacing Employees 
19. Male and Female Housing by 2000 
20. Decriminialization of Drug Offenses 
2 1. Pol i tic a I G r 0 ups Rea c tin g toR e a lor Per c e i \' e d Pro b I e min 

RTC 
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Delano Police Department 
1022 12th Avenue 
Post Office Box 218 

DELANO, CALIFORNIA 932161 (805) 725·3277 
• 

RAYMOND M. SCHARTAU 
Chief of Police 

DELANO POLICE DEPARTMENT 

MISSION STA~~ 

The mission of the Delano Police Department is to provide a broad range 
of public safety services with the following objectives: 

- To furnish the citizens of Delano superior law enforcement service, 
including the highest levels of patrol and investigative capabilities; 

- To support the Kern County criminal justice system through responsible 
leadership and by effectively utilizing quality resources in the areas 
of prisoner· custody, training and technological special tie~:: . • 

- To strive for recognition as an outstanding, fiscally responsible, 
law enforcement agency, maintaining excellence of performance in 
managing the delivery of huinan and logistical resou~ces required to 
meet our responsibilities. 

~ 
\ 

\ 
~YMON)) M. SCHARTAU 
OlJ:'eI'of Police 
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